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JOES Shock Workstation

JOES Drip Cup
Catch the oil before it runs down the side
of your shock. Designed to fit shocks
from 1-1/2” to 2-1/8” in diameter.
#19300 Drip Cup $48.95

JOES Shock Workstation lets you hold on to
your shock body and the shaft at the same time,
making it a lot faster, easier, and cleaner to work on
your shocks. Just put the JOES Workstation in a vise
and you're ready to go, or mount it securely to a workbench or pit cart with our base. (Sold separately)

#19200 Shock Workstation
#19250 Workstation base

$189.95
$ 39.95

LEARN MORE AT
AcceleratingPerformance.blogspot.com
SHOCK SCIENCE

JOES Bump Stop
Shock Mount
JOES Bump Stop Shim Kit
Finally a solution to easily snap your bump stop shims onto your shock shafts.
The JOES design crew has come up with a practical system for quick installation
and removal. The JOES bump stop tool is specially shaped to work with JOES
bump stop shims. A quick push and your shim snaps in place. Each shim has a
hole that lines up with a pin on the removal tool for instant removal. Kit includes
Case, Bump stop wrench and 4 of each shim: 1/16, 1/8, 1/4, 3/8.

#19485
#19486
#19487
#19488
#19489
#19495

Bump Stop Shim Kit 1/16, 1/8, 1/4, 3/8 (4) ea. $ 99.95
Bump Stop Shim 1/16 (pack of 4) $ 16.95
Bump Stop Shim 1/8 (pack of 4)
$ 17.95
Bump Stop Shim 1/4 (pack of 4)
$ 18.95
Bump Stop Shim 3/8 (pack of 4)
$ 19.95
Bump Stop Shim Extractor Tool
$ 49.95

Bump Stop Set Ups are
the new rave. JOES
adjustable front shock
mount gets your car on the
ground quickly. Just weld the
mount on your top bar and the
slider action sets your shock body
right where you want it in seconds.

#19475 Bump Stop Shock Mount $79.95

JOES Quick Release Canister Mount
No more tie straps, bailing wire or bubble gum needed to hold your shock
canisters or remote filters! JOES Canister Mount features a quick release
nylon strap that can secure any round canister from 1-1/2” to 3” in diameter.

#19410
#19412
#19414
#19416
#19430

Canister
Canister
Canister
Canister
Canister

Mount 1-1/4” clamp
Mount 1-1/2” clamp
Mount 1-3/4” clamp
Mount 2" clamp
Panel Mount

$
$
$
$
$

64.95
64.95
64.95
69.95
62.95
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JOES 1/2" Cordless Soft Grip
Impact Wrench
Feel the difference with the JOES rubberized coating on our
Cordless Impact Wrenches. High torque and JOES long lasting
ProlongTM batteries make quick work on your car in the shop or at
the track. Fast recharge with 24 Volt batteries so you are always ready
to go. The ½ drive Impact Gun features JOES Torque Glide Gear System
for smooth operation and the highest torque in the industry!
• 2300 rpm
• Torque 380 lbs.

• Variable speed trigger

#32820 ½” Cordless Impact Wrench with (2) 24V Batteries
#32821 ½” Cordless Impact Wrench with (1) 24V Batteries

$249.95
$219.95

JOES 3/8" Cordless
Soft Grip Impact Wrench
JOES 3/8 Drive 24V Cordless
Impact Guns are great for working
on your car. The 3/8 drive lets you
use more sockets from your tool box
and is perfect for karting, sprints, stock cars
and more. The 3/8 drive is versatile helping
you to finish the maintenance list quickly. The
3/8 drive version has the JOES rubber coating
for great grip and feel and utilizes the same
JOES Prolong TM batteries for interchangeability
with the ½” drive model.

#32830 3/8” Cordless Impact Wrench
w – (2) 24V Batteries
$229.95
#32831 3/8” Cordless Impact Wrench
w – (1) 24V Batteries
$199.95

JOES Mighty Pit Sockets

JOES Wheel Spacers
Use JOES Wheel Spacers to push the rules right to the limit by
getting your track width as wide as possible. Or maybe you just
need some tire clearance for your trailing arms or tie rods. JOES
Wheel Spacers are machined from 6061-T6 aluminum.

#32903 JOES Mighty Pit Socket
1”x½” Drive – 3.25” Long $79.95

#38120 1/8” Universal Wheel
Spacer 5x5, 4.75, 4.5 $ 17.95

#32905 JOES Mighty Pit Socket
1”x½” Drive – 5” Long
$89.95

#38125 1/4” Universal Wheel
Spacer 5x5, 4.75, 4.5 $ 20.95

# 32911 JOES Mighty Pit Socket
1”x½” Drive – 11” Long $99.95

#38250 Wide 5 Wheel
Spacer 1/4” $ 39.95
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JOES Mighty Pit Sockets are precision
machined from a solid chunk of high carbon
steel so they spin true for maximum RPM. We
heat treat our Mighty sockets for durability and
reliable performance. JOES sockets are built
to last resulting in quick pit work that saves
you money over the long haul. Mighty sockets
feature CNC lug nut grips that whip the
lug nuts off getting you down pit road
ahead of your competition.

#38121 Wide 5 Wheel
Spacer 1/4” $ 39.95

JOES Precision Digital Durometer
w/Digital Tread Depth Gauge
If you truly want to know your tire hardness you need the
JOES Precision Digital Durometer. JOES Digital Durometer
automatically records the highest number and has an
average mode if you want to check several spots on the
tire. Instead of using a toy – do it right with JOES Digital
Durometer. Included in the kit is a JOES Digital Tread Depth
Gauge which accurately measures tire wear for optimal
camber adjustments.

#56005 Precision Digital Durometer Kit $249.95

JOES Digital Tread Depth Gauge
JOES Digital Tread Depth Gauge measures tire
wear to 1/1000 of an inch. Why pay crazy prices
from our competition when the JOES Tread Depth
Gauge gets the job done quickly and accurately at
a fraction of the price. The JOES design is efficient
saving you the costs of elaborate designs that cost
10 times as much! Use the right tool and save!

#56100 Digital Depth Tread Gauge $19.95

JOES Digital Level
JOES Digital level works great to check spoiler, A-arm,
pinion and trailing arm angles. Measures to 1/10
degree and the easy to read display has a backlight
for night use with an auto shut off to keep the battery fresh. The JOES level can be user calibrated in
seconds. The machined steel leveling surface is wide,
true and accurate eliminating distortion that can affect
accuracy on models with plastic leveling surfaces.

#56500 Digital Level

$79.95

JOES Billet Camber Level Tray
JOES Billet Camber Level Tray is designed to work with
nearly any digital level. Magnets are recessed into the
housing to hold your level securely in place. Our powerful
magnetic adaptor is included making quick work of your
precision measurements.

#28256 Billet Camber Level Tray
w/ Magnetic Adapter
$79.95

Phone: 877.267.1525 • Fax: 425.353.1596 • www.joesracing.com
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JOES Professional Infra Red Pyrometer
JOES Professional Infra Red Pyrometer has a rubberized surface that feels great in
your hand. Laser guided accuracy works great up to 1472F degrees. Take header
temps, brake temps, as well as tire and track temps. Use the Data Hold feature to
record temps for camber adjustments. Record the standard 3 temps per tire or
record 5 temps per tire for extra precision that can be easily recalled.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Records 12 Temps (3 per tire) or 20 Temps (5 per tire) for added precision
1472F Max Temp allows for brake, header, tire and track temps
Adjustable sensor for improved accuracy on asphalt, concrete or rubber
User Selectable C or F with Auto Shut Off
Backlight for Night Use and Laser guided
Rubberized non-slip surface
Includes Padded Pouch and port for tire probe

#55015 Professional Infra Red Pyrometer

$119.95

LEARN MORE AT
AcceleratingPerformance.blogspot.com
TIRES & TEMPERATURE

JOES IR Compact Pyrometer
JOES Compact Infra Red Pyrometer is a compact
design that takes temps in the tightest spots. The
rubber corners soften impacts and the compact
design takes temps in the tightest spots.The laser
pointer shows you the way and the 716F maximum
temperature works great for track and tire temps.
• Max/Min Hold feature records the highest or
lowest number
• Auto Shut Off
• User Selectable C or F
• Backlight for Night Use
• Laser guided
• Rubberized surfaces
• Includes Padded Pouch

#55010 IR Compact Pyrometer

$ 79.95

JOES Tire Probe
JOES Tire Probes are right angle
designed to fit the tight fender
clearance on your race car. Our
adjustable tip probes can be

JOES Infra Red Professional
Pyrometer with Tire Probe
JOES Professional Infra Red Pyrometer has rubberized
surfaces and a port for your tire probe. The rubber corners soften impacts. Laser guided accuracy works great
up to 1472F degrees. Take header temps, brake temps
as well as tire and track temps. Use the Data Hold feature
to record temps for camber adjustments. Record the
standard 3 temps per tire or record 5 temps per tire for
extra precision. Includes case and adjustable tire probe.

#55016 Professional Infra Red
Pyrometer with Tire Probe $ 149.95

set for your rubber thickness ensuring you
measure temperature down at the cord where
the real action is stored. Tire rubber will be a
different temperature based on how deep you
insert the probe. For accuracy you need to
move quickly and insert probes at a consistent
depth at every location. Dial in your camber based on
corner performance with the assurance that all tires
are measured at the same rubber depth for precision readings.

#54094 Adjustable Replacement Tire Probe

$ 69.95

Phone: 877.267.1525 • Fax: 425.353.1596 • www.joesracing.com
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JOES Deluxe Racing Pyrometer
JOES Racing Pyrometer is designed for the rigors of racing. We
covered our pyrometer with a rubber boot to protect your investment and maintain accuracy. Oversize numbers are 1-1/2” tall
and the backlight makes for easy night use. The auto shut off
keeps the battery fresh.The JOES 90 degree probe is compact to
get into the fender well with ease and fits great in your hand for
quick readings. The probe tip is adjustable so you can set it to get
down to the cord on the tires you run.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Max Hold feature records the highest number
Auto Shut Off
Huge 1.5” numbers!
Rubber Boot for Protection
User Selectable C or F
Backlight for Night Use
90 Degree Adjustable Tip Probe
Includes Padded Case

#54005 Deluxe Racing Pyrometer

$ 99.95

JOES Professional Pyrometer with
IR-Probe-Humidity-Temperature
One professional tool that does it all! Check
tire temps with the JOES adjustable probe and
check track temps with the built in laser guided
IR sensor. Use the tire adaptor and humidity function to check your tires for excessive moisture.
Record the outside temperature, relative humidity
percent, due point and wet bulb for optimal engine
tuning. Weather has an effect on your set ups and
the JOES system gives you the information you need
to store in your chassis set up book allowing you to repeat those winning set ups. One professional tool records
your most important data and the USB cable and software
are included for quick downloading to your computer.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Records tire, IR and outside temps
Humidity percent, wet bulb and dew point
Max Hold feature records the highest numbers
Huge triple display and Backlit for Night Use
User Selectable C or F & Auto Shut Off
90 Degree Adjustable Tip Probe
Includes case, software and USB cable for downloading to your computer

#55040 Professional Pyrometer

$ 298.95
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JOES Caster Camber Gauge
Make sure your front-end alignment is set accurately with a JOES Caster Camber
Gauge. Machined from billet 6061-T6 aluminum and run through a series of quality control checks to make sure every gauge is dead accurate. Includes case.

#28000
#28200
#28215
#28219
#28022
#28010
#28015
#28020
#28220
#28225
#28023
#28024

Caster Camber Gauge
Caster Camber Gauge w/Mag Adapter
Gauge w/Wide 5 or 5x5
Gauge w/Kart 5/8 "-18 adapter
Kart 5/8"-18 adapter
Mag Adapter
Wide 5 or 5x5 Adapter
GM Adapter, 3/4-20
Caster Camber Gauge w/GM Adapter
Kart Camber Only Gauge w/5/8-18 Adapter
Kart M14 x 1.5 Adapter
Kart M19 x 1.5 Adapter

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

89.95
99.95
99.95
99.95
34.95
49.95
34.95
29.95
99.95
92.95
34.95
35.95

JOES Billet Camber Level Tray
JOES Billet Camber Level Tray is designed to work with nearly any digital level.
Magnets are recessed into the housing to hold your level securely in place. Our powerful
magnetic adaptor is included making quick work of your precision measurements.

#28256
#28022
#28219
#28220
#28225
#28023
#28024

Billet Camber Level Tray w/ Magnetic Adapter
Kart 5/8-18 Adapter 		
Caster Camber Gauge w/Kart 5/8-18 Adapter & Case
Caster Camber Gauge w/GM Adapter & Case
Kart Camber Only Gauge w/ 5/8-18 Adapter & Case
Kart M14 x 1.5 Adapter
Kart M19 x 1.5 Adapter

$79.95
$34.95
$99.95
$99.95
$92.95
$34.95
$35.95

LEARN MORE AT
AcceleratingPerformance.blogspot.com
CAMBER & THE TIRE CONTACT PATCH

JOES Rack Spacers

JOES Wide 5 Dust Cover

Adjusting the bump steer in your racecar sometimes
requires shimming up the rack. JOES Rack Spacers
eliminate the need to stack up a bunch of washers.

JOES Wide 5 Dust Cover allows you to
check your caster and camber quickly and
accurately by sticking your magnetic gauge
to it. Machined from 6061-T6 with a zinc

#14710
#14720
#14730
#14740

1/8"
1/4"
3/8"
1/2"

Spacer
Spacer
Spacer
Spacer

$
$
$
$

19.95
20.95
21.95
22.95

plated steel insert.

#28500 Wide 5 Dust Cover
with Steel Insert, 8-bolt
#25322 Wide 5 Dust Cover
with Steel Insert, 5-bolt

$ 34.95
$ 34.95

JOES Economy ToePlates
Check the toe of your race car quickly and easily. Just
prop a toe plate against each front tire and measure.
Tape measures included.

#32600 Economy ToePlates
#32650 Toe Tape

$ 59.95
$ 5.95		

JOES Billet ToePlates
Now you can easily check the toe of your car with a pair of
JOES ToePlates. Just fasten them to your wheels with the
bungee cord, lock in the tape measures and get consistent
readings every time. Made from 1/4” thick heat-treated
aluminum. Bungee cord and tape measures included.

#32500 ToePlates
8

$149.95

JOES Precision Digital Billet Bump Steer Gauge
JOES Precision Billet Bump Steer Gauge has a rigid design to give you exact results every
time. The digital indicator does the math for you and zeros quickly. Our billet aircraft aluminum
hub plate is designed to work with most stock car hubs – one plate fits 5x5, wide 5, 5x4.5
and snap cap. Precision laser etching gives you a graph that is more accurate than cheap
stickers used by the competition. JOES design allows plenty of room for the jack and the roller
arm is adjustable allowing the gauge to clear the hub. Breaks down for easy storage saving
you room in your shop or trailer.

#28295 Precision Digital Billet Bump Steer Gauge

$249.95

LEARN MORE AT
AcceleratingPerformance.blogspot.com
BUMP STEER & BUMP STOP

JOES Toe Bar
Use our Toe Bar in conjunction
with our Tire Scribe to achieve
ultimate toe settings. It’s easy to
use and is accurate within 1/32”.

#32710 Toe Bar

$ 98.95

JOES TurnPlates
If you think front-end alignment
is important and are looking
for accuracy, then you need
a pair of JOES TurnPlates.
Machined from 6061-T6
aluminum to exact tolerances
and a total thickness of 1”.
Rotation angles of 30 degrees
in both directions and a freefloating design makes checking
alignment easy.

#31000

JOES Tire Scribe
The most accurate way to check toe
is to scribe a line on the face of your
tires and then measure between
them with a toe bar. You don’t have
to worry about your wheels being
bent or the side wall of your tires running out. Spring loaded scribe allows
for slight tire run out.

#32700 Tire Scribe

$ 59.95

$ 598.95
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0-25/0-60 Digital Tire Pressure Gauge
JOES Digital Tire Pressure Gauges read to 1/10 pound and are back lit for
easy night use. The large easy to read display converts to PSI, BAR, KG and
KPA with a touch of a button. The low battery indicator gives you plenty of
time to install replacement batteries. The JOES unit is a high quality gauge
that is designed for racers. The JOES digital tire pressure gauge performs
with the accuracy needed for high end race teams.

#32427 0-25 Digital Tire Pressure 		
Gauge w/Digital Tread 		
Depth Gauge
$69.95
#32428 0-60 Digital Tire Pressure 		
Gauge w/Digital Tread 		
Depth Gauge
$69.95
FREE
Tread
Depth
Gauge
Included!

JOES Glow in the Dark
Tire Pressure Gauge
• 2-1/4” glow in the dark dial face
• Air pressure release button
• Internal gauge damper
• 17” ultra-flexible hose with swivel chuck

#32305
#32306
#32307
#32308
#32309
#32310

Tire Pressure Gauge, 0-15 PSI $19.95
Tire Pressure Gauge, 0-30 PSI $19.95
Tire Pressure Gauge, 0-60 PSI $19.95
2.5” GID Tire Gauge W/Hi Flo Hold Valve 0-15 $45.95
2.5” GID Tire Gauge W/Hi Flo Hold Valve 0-30 $45.95
2.5” GID Tire Gauge W/Hi Flo Hold Valve 0-60 $45.95

4” Glow in the Dark Precision
Tire Pressure Gauge Liquid Filled
Do you need a Precision Tire Pressure Gauge? JOES 4” Tire
pressure gauge has the high end accuracy you need and the
large dial gives you accurate numbers every time. The liquid filled
and Glow in the Dark dial gives professionals the critical tool they
need to win more races.

#32330 Precision 4" Tire Pressure Gauge
		
Liquid Filled GID, 0-30
#32331 Precision 4" Tire Pressure Gauge
		
Liquid Filled GID, 0-60
#32333 4” Liquid Filled GID Tire Gauge
W/Hi Flo Hold Valve , 0-30
#32334 4” Liquid Filled GID Tire Gauge
W/Hi Flo Hold Valve, 0-60

$99.95
$99.95
$129.95
$129.95

Hi Flo Hold fitting
Draining your tires in a hurry is
simple with JOES Hi Flo Hold Fitting.
Make quick air adjustments at the last
second or on pit stops with out waiting forever for the tire
to bleed down. The oversize release button feels great on
your thumb and the extra diameter features JOES drain slots
to let down tires in record time. The internal one way valve
holds pressure in the gauge after you remove the chuck–
holding the pressure until you are ready for the next tire.

Phone: 877.267.1525 • Fax: 425.353.1596
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JOES Tire Roller
Now you can check stagger, sipe, groove, inspect,
and clean tires without chasing them all over the
pits. You can adjust the width for different tire
sizes and break it down for easy storage.

#32200

JOES Tire Tape Measure

Tire Roller

$ 69.95		

Measure your tires accurately with our 1/4” wide by
10 foot long tire tape. It won’t kink like wider tapes.

#32150 Tire Tape Measure $ 4.95

JOES ValveCore Tool
JOES ValveCore Tool is ergonomically
designed and is made out of stainless
steel. This thing will last forever!

#32100 Valve Core Tool $ 10.95

JOES 10” Wheel Stands
Adjust the suspension on your race car while it sits on its wheels.
You can string, plumb, measure angles, and make adjustments
while its sitting on its springs. Made out of aluminum.

#29600

10" Wheel Stand (Qty. 4)

$ 399.95

JOES Ground Clearance Tools
Measure your ride height easily using a JOES Ground
Clearance Tool. Made from billet aluminum, anodized
and engraved on both sides.

#29000 1-3/4" to 3-3/8"
#29100 3-1/2" to 4-3/4"
#29200 4-7/8" to 7-1/2"

$ 19.95
$ 19.95
$ 19.95

JOES TireCaliper
Measure your tires with precision with
a JOES TireCaliper. Machined from
6061-T6 aluminum, anodized and laser
engraved. Rollers in the tire arm ensure
smooth and consistent readings.

#32000 Tire Caliper $135.95
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JOES Glow in the Dark
Tire Pressure Gauge

JOES 2 Watch Clip Board
Keep tabs on your driver and others
with our quality clip board and watches.
Made out of aluminum, powder coated,
and trimmed with rubber edging and
feet. Comes with two PC 70 stop

• 2-1/4” glow in the dark dial face
• Air pressure release button
• Internal gauge damper
• 17” ultra-flexible hose with swivel chuck

watches and lap sheets.

#32305 0-15 PSI $19.95
#32306 0-30 PSI $19.95
#32307 0-60 PSI $19.95
#32308 2.5” GID Tire Gauge
W/Hi Flo Hold Valve 0-15 $45.95
#32309 2.5” GID Tire Gauge
W/Hi Flo Hold Valve 0-30 $45.95
#32310 2.5” GID Tire Gauge
W/Hi Flo Hold Valve 0-60 $45.95

#28325 2 Watch
Clip Board $ 69.95

JOES Lap Sheets
Refill your JOES Stop Watch
clip board with more JOES
Lap Time Sheets.

#28350 50 Lap
sheets $ 9.95

FREE
Tread
Depth
Gauge
Included!

JOES Stop Watch
Rugged, easy to use and has all the
necessary functions. Features include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

20 lap memory
Counts up to 99 laps
Count Down Timer
Keeps time and date
Lap and Split Mode
5 year expected battery life

• Records fastest, slowest and average lap

#28300 Stop watch, pc70
20 memory
$ 19.95
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0-25/0-60 Digital
Tire Pressure Gauge

JOES Digital Tire Pressure Gauges read to 1/10 pound and are back lit
for easy night use. The large easy to read display converts to PSI, BAR,
KG and KPA with a touch of a button. The low battery indicator gives you
plenty of time to install replacement batteries. The JOES unit is a high
quality gauge that is designed for racers. The JOES digital tire pressure
gauge performs with the accuracy needed for high end race teams.

#32425
#32426
#32427
#32428

0-25
0-60
0-25
0-60

Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital

Tire
Tire
Tire
Tire

Pressure
Pressure
Pressure
Pressure

Gauge $49.95
Gauge $49.95
Gauge w/Digital Tread Depth Gauge
Gauge w/Digital Tread Depth Gauge

$69.95
$69.95

JOES Mini Sprint Rotors are made from 1018 steel.
Cooling slots help dissipate heat and the scalloped
shape saves weight without sacrificing braking. JOES
rotors are designed to take the heat.

#25790 Mini Sprint Front Rotor $45.95
#25795 Mini Sprint Rear Rotor $49.95

JOES Sprocket
& Rotor Carriers
JOES Sprocket & Rotor Carriers are
fully radiused and pocketed for maximum
weight savings and strength. Precision
splines keeps your JOES parts spinning
true for the ultimate in performance. The
black anodized finish matches the JOES
hub line creating a complete package to
take you to the front.

#25675 Mini Sprint Sprocket Carrier
#25685 Mini Sprint Rear Rotor Carrier

JOES Split Nut

JOES Mini Sprint Front Hubs

Tired of using plastic nyloc nuts
to hold on your Mini Sprint hubs?
JOES Mini Sprint Hub Split Nut utilizes a cinch
bolt system to securely lock down your hub at
any torque setting.

JOES Mini Sprint Front Hubs are thick where you
need it and thin where you don’t for a strong yet
lightweight hub package. The LF hub includes a
rotor mounting flange. JOES hubs are precision
machined to run true. Anodized black and laser

#25601 1"-14 thread

etched JOES logos for a clean look on your Mini.

$15.95

#25605 Mini Sprint Front Hub
w/Brake Rotor Flange
#25610 Mini Sprint Front Hub
#25611 Front Hub
Replacement Bearing

$59.95
$59.95

$135.95
$129.95
$ 5.95

JOES MiniSprint Products

JOES Mini Sprint Rotors

JOES Fuel Filler
Top Plate
JOES Fuel Filler Top Plate has a raised cap
section preventing dirt from collecting around
the cap base. The round cap surface keeps
the cap clean. A #8 High Flow Roll Over
Vent is included. The top plate can be used
on nearly any tank and also bolts right on
standard bladders.

#13275 JOES Fuel Filler
Top Plate $179.95
#13276 JOES Fuel Filler
Nut Plate $59.95
#13288 JOES #8 Roll Over
Vent Valve $59.95

JOES Mini Sprint Rear Hubs
JOES Mini Sprint Rear Hubs are machined
for lightweight and strength. The axle splines are
precision broached helping to increase HP efficiency
with a smooth transfer of power to the wheels. Black
anodized and laser etched graphics give you a sporty
ride for your trip to victory lane.

#25615 JOES Mini Sprint Rear Hub

Phone: 877.267.1525 • Fax: 425.353.1596 • www.joesracing.com

$129.95
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JOES Hammer Wrenches
Are these things cool or what? Finally a 12 point wrench that is extra short to
get into those tight spots. Sized to fit on dry sump pump fittings without having
to remove them all. JOES Hammer Wrenches are short and are designed to be
“tapped” with a gentle hammer touch for the final snug. We use high carbon steel
and heat treat them for maximum strength.

#18100
#18101
#18103
#18104
#18106
#18108
#18110
#18112
#18116
#18120
#18124

Hammer Wrench Set, Steel 12 Point, AN #6 -#16 $ 99.95
Hammer Wrench Set, Steel 12 Point, AN #3 -#24 $199.95
AN #3 Hammer Wrench, Steel, 12 Point
$ 16.95
AN #4 Hammer Wrench, Steel, 12 Point
$ 17.95
AN #6 Hammer Wrench, Steel, 12 Point
$ 18.95
AN #8 Hammer Wrench, Steel, 12 Point
$ 19.95
AN #10 Hammer Wrench, Steel, 12 Point $ 20.95
AN #12 Hammer Wrench, Steel, 12 Point $ 22.95
AN #16 Hammer Wrench, Steel, 12 Point $ 25.95
AN #20 Hammer Wrench, Steel, 12 Point $ 32.95
AN #24 Hammer Wrench, Steel, 12 Point $ 35.95

JOES CoilOver Spanner Wrench
Tired of busting your knuckles adjusting coilover nuts? Get a JOES
CoilOver Spanner Wrench. Made from 6061 aluminum with
radiused edges, anodized finish, and a replaceable 4130 steel pin.
Two lengths are available, short handle for tight areas and a long
handled version for more leverage.

JOES QA1
Shock Wrench
Easily take apart and put together your QA1
shocks with a JOES Shock Wrench. 4130 steel
back tapered pins allow you to take the shock nut
off without slipping out of the holes. There is also

#33000
#33500
#33520

a hex for taking off the shim stack nut.

#19080
#19085

QA1 Shock Wrench
Small Body QA1 Shock Wrench

CoilOver Spanner Wrench, Long
$ 39.50
CoilOver Spanner Wrench, Short
$ 38.50
Spanner Wrench Replacement Pin
$ 5.95

$ 49.95
$ 49.95

JOES Penske Shock Wrench
Easily take apart and put together your Penske shocks with a
JOES Penske Shock Wrench. Made from 6061-T6 aluminum
with an anodized finish and a replaceable 4130 steel pin.

#19075
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Penske Shock Wrench

$ 64.95

JOES Rear End Sockets
Accept 1/2" drive ratchet. Made from
6061-T6 aluminum. Extra deep to fit
Tiger rear end plugs and most others.

#40010
#40015

1-3/8" $17.95
1-7/8" $18.95

JOES Spindle Nut Socket
Tighten and loosen your spindle nuts with a JOES
Spindle Nut Socket. Fits 5x5 or wide 5 nuts and
accepts a 1/2” drive ratchet. Machined from

JOES Ball Joint Sockets

billet 6061-T6 aluminum and anodized gray.

Installing ball joints has never been
easier. JOES Ball Joint Sockets are
machined out of steel, zinc plated, and
accept a ½” drive ratchet or breaker
bar. Now you don’t have to use that
big old clumsy Crescent wrench.

#40000 Spindle Nut Socket $ 23.95

#40050 Upper Socket
#40075 Lower Socket

$35.95
$37.95

JOES AN Wrenches

JOES AN Wrench Set
Radiused edges, compact design, anodized
finish, and quality workmanship are the reasons
professional racers are choosing JOES AN
Wrenches. Wrench Rack available separately.

#19000 AN Wrench Set #6 –16 $89.95
#19050 5 Wrench Rack
$ 9.95

JOES AN Wrenches
Radiused edges, compact design, anodized finish, and quality workmanship are the reasons
professional racers are choosing JOES AN
Wrenches. Precision machined from 6061-T6
aluminum. Sizes 20 and 24 now available.

#19006
#19008
#19010
#19012
#19016
#19020
#19024

#6 AN Wrench
#8 AN Wrench
#10 AN Wrench
#12 AN Wrench
#16 AN Wrench
#20 AN Wrench
#24 AN Wrench

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

17.95
18.95
19.95
20.95
24.95
28.95
34.95

JOES Double End
AN Wrenches
Get to those hard to reach places
with JOES Double End AN Wrenches.
Designed to allow you to turn a fitting in
15-degree increments. Bright anodizing helps
find the proper size wrench in a hurry. Precision
machined from 6061-T6 aluminum.

#18000 Double End AN Wrench Set #6–16
#18001 Double End AN Wrench Set #3-20
#18003 Double End AN Wrench #3
#18004 Double End AN Wrench #4
#18006 Double End AN Wrench #6
#18008 Double End AN Wrench #8
#18010 Double End AN Wrench #10
#18012 Double End AN Wrench #12
#18016 Double End AN Wrench #16
#18020 Double End AN Wrench #20

$ 99.95
$149.95
$ 18.95
$ 19.95
$ 20.95
$ 21.95
$ 24.95
$ 26.95
$ 28.95
$ 30.95

Phone: 877.267.1525 • Fax: 425.353.1596 • www.joesracing.com
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T-Nuts for Rotor Flange

Billet Hub
Rotor Flange
Bolt rotor directly on or use
with T-nuts to float your rotor.
Machined from 6061-T6.

#25360 Billet Hub
Rotor Flange $ 69.95

JOES T-Nut System and Rotor Flange
improve your braking efficiency.
Hardened T-Nuts self center in the
rotor flange. The small amount of
movement allows your rotor to grow
and shrink through heat expansion. As
the rotor heats and cools the T-Nuts
prevent heat expansion related warping
resulting in a smooth and firm pedal
through out the race. Pads last longer
and you get more braking power. The
T-Nuts and Flange isolate heat transfer
to the hub and dissipate caliper heat
right at the source.

#25155 8 pack

$ 79.95

#25035
5x5 Drive
Flange
Dust Cover
$41.95

#25025
5x5 Dust Cap
$49.95

JOES Steel Disk
Bolt this disk to our JOES 5x5
Dust Cap so you can attach your
magnetic caster camber gauge.

#28025 Steel Disk $17.95

JOES Spindle Nut Assembly
JOES Spindle Nut Assembly stays put
when you are running super low torque
settings. The JOES System has multiple
lock down points and the slotted
retainer ensures that you can line up
the spindle tab at any torque setting.

#25120 Spindle Nut
Assembly $15.95

JOES 5x5 Hub Bearing & Race
#25130 Bearing $11.95
#25140 Race
$ 9.95

JOES Bearing Spacers
JOES Bearing spacers nearly
eliminate the heat expansion that
occurs when your hubs get hot.
Adjust the spacers quickly with the
threaded housing with out the need
for clumsy shims. Once set you can
run less torque on your bearings
reducing your rolling resistance and
increasing rolling HP.

#25001 Wide 5 Bearing Spacer $59.95
#25003 5X5 Bearing Spacer – a JOES Exclusive $59.95

Lug Nut Kit
#25100 5 pack

$ 7.95

Rotor Bolt Kit
#25150 $ 7.95
#25045 Steel Drive Flange $62.95

JOES Drill & Tap Guide
JOES Drill & Tap Guide allows you to quickly and
precisely tap the holes you need in stock style hubs
for a perfect fit with our Chevy and Ford Dust Caps

#28601 Chevy Cap Drill & Tap Guide $24.95
#28611 Ford Cap Drill & Tap Guide $24.95

Chevy Dust Cap
Machined out of 6061-T6 aluminum.
Requires drilling and tapping two
8-32 holes in your hub.

#28600 Chevy Dust Cap $ 19.95
#28610 Ford Dust Cap $ 19.95
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JOES 5x5 Billet Hub Floater Style
Bearings, Rotor Flange, Seal, Spindle Nut and studs. Just add the
appropriate dust cover or drive flange to complete your assembly.

#25315 5x5 Billet Hub Floater Style Hub kit
#25310 5x5 Billet Hub Floater Style, Bare

$279.95
$169.95

T-nuts sold separately

JOES Wide 5 Drive Flange
JOES Wide 5 Drive Flange is made from 7075-T6
Aluminum and features an O-ring to seal your hub.

#25342 Wide 5 Drive Flange $ 79.95

JOES Wide 5 Drive Flange Cover
JOES Wide 5 Drive Flange Cover are O-ring sealed to
keep out the dirt or to run oil-filled.

#25343 Wide 5 Drive Flange Cover $ 21.95

JOES Dust Cover 5 Bolt Set
Why use heavy steel hex bolts when
you can use JOES lightweight aluminum
dust cover bolts that are anodized for

JOES seal
retainer lets
you slide in
and re-use
those expensive seals!

a show car look.

#25320 Aluminum Dust Cover
5 Bolt Set
$ 21.95

Wide 5 Billet Hub Kit
Kits come complete with Races, Bearings, Rotor Flange,
Seals, Spindle Nut and studs. Just add the appropriate
dust cover or drive flange to complete your assembly.
#25335 Wide 5 Billet Hub Kit
#25330 Wide 5 Billet Hub, bare
T-nuts sold separately

$ 398.95
$ 299.95

JOES Hubs
JOES Billet hubs feature many
improvements over conventional designs. The rear seal slips easily into an
O-ring sealed bore and is held in place
by JOES Seal Retainer System. JOES
Seal Retainer System prevents the
seal from slipping when the hub gets
hot and allows you to re-use seals over
and over – just slip expensive seals in
with your fingers and lose the hammer. JOES Billet hubs are precision
machined from 6061 T-6 aluminum.
Billet holds up when cast breaks keeping your driver in control.
JOES Rotor flange can be bolted
directly on the Wide 5 or 5x5 floater
style. The rotor flange is drilled for 8
bolt rotors and is slotted to reduce
weight and heat transfer into the hub.
The optional T-nuts to improve braking
and increase HP through reduced
drag. Use the fill plug and run these
hubs wet for reduced drag or use
conventional grease.

JOES Billet Wide 5 Dust Cover

JOES 5x5 Hub

JOES Wide 5 Dust Cover allows you to check
your caster and camber quickly and accurately
by sticking your magnetic gauge to it. Machined
from 6061-T6 with a zinc plated steel insert.

5x5 Hub Kits come complete with Races,
Bearings, Seal, Spindle Nut and studs. Just
add the appropriate dust cover or drive flange to
complete your assembly.

#28500 Wide 5 Dust Cover
with Steel Insert, 8-bolt $ 34.95
#25322 Wide 5 Dust Cover
with Steel Insert, 5-bolt $ 34.95

#25010 5 X 5 Alum. Hub,
8 Bolt Rotor
$ 179.95
#25175 5 X 5 Alum. Hub Kit
(see above for components) $ 229.95
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JOES A-Arms
Precision machine work and quality materials put JOES A-Arms in a class
of their own. Available with steel or aluminum cross shafts and straight or
10-degree screw-in ball joint sleeve. Also available for bolt-in ball joint and
slotted to accept slug.... Be sure to add an "SL" designation after each
part number when ordering JOES Slotted A-Arms

Size

Aluminum
Shaft

Screw-In Ball Joint
Steel
10 Degree
Shaft
Alum. Shaft

10 Degree
Steel

Bolt-In
Ball
Joint

7.0”
7.25”
7.5”
7.75”
8.0”
8.25”
8.5”
8.75”
9.0”
9.25”
9.5”
9.75”
10.0“
10.25“
10.5”
10.75”
11.0”
11.25"
11.5"
11.75"
12"

15080
15085
15090
15095
15100
15105
15110
15115
15120
15125
15130
15135
15140
15145
15150
15155
15160
15165
15170
15175
15180

15280
15285
15290
15295
15300
15305
15310
15315
15320
15325
15330
15335
15340
15345
15350
15355
15360
15365
15370
15375
15380

15480
15485
15490
15495
15500
15505
15510
15515
15520
15525
15530
15535
15540
15545
15550
15555
15560
15565
15570
15575
15580

15680
15685
15690
15695
15700
15705
15710
15715
15720
15725
15730
15735
15740
15745
15750
15755
15760
15765
15770
15775
15780

15810
15815
15820
15825
15830
15835
15840
15845
15850
15855
15860
15865
15870
15875
15880
15885
15890
15895
15900
15905
15910

Price each

$65.95

$69.95

$65.95

$69.95

$65.95

With slots

$69.95

$75.95

$69.95

$75.95

$69.95

Bearing Style

$139.95

$139.95

$139.95

$139.95

$139.95

Tube Section

$49.95

$49.95

$49.95

$49.95

$49.95

JOES Slotted A-Arms
All of our A-Arms are available with a
slotted shaft. They use an aluminum slug in
one slot so you can remove and replace them
without losing your settings. For slotted shafts just
add "SL" to the end of the part # when ordering.

JOES A-Arm Spacers
Change camber easily with JOES A-Arm Spacers. Slotted
one piece design lets you change camber without removing the A-Arm bolts.
#14019
#14020
#14021
#14022
#14023
#14025
#14027
#14050

6” Centers, 1/16”
6” Centers, 1/8”
6” Centers, 3/16”
6” Centers, 1/4”
6” Centers, 1/2”
6” Centers, 3/4”
6” Centers, 1”
A-Arm SpacerKit 1/16”-1/2”

$ 5.95
$ 6.95
$ 7.50
$ 8.95
$ 9.95
$11.95
$12.95
$36.95

NOTE: For the above A-Arms add SLB for Slotted Bearing Style
$139.95
For the Bearing Style Arm Section Only (LESS Shaft) add "SLBA"
$ 49.95
Add an "SL" designation after each part number when ordering JOES Slotted A-Arms.

#15026
#15027
#15028

Bearing Style Steel
Shaft Assembly
Bearing Style Aluminum
Shaft Assembly
Tube Adaptor for
Bearing A-Arms

$99.95
$99.95

JOES Tapered A-Arm Spacers

$ 5.95

Adjust caster without putting your A-Arm in a bind.
Machined out of aluminum, anodized, and laser engraved.

JOES A-Arm Slugs
Our slugs are machined out of aluminum, black anodized
and laser engraved for easy identification.
#15041
#15042
#15043
#15044
#15045
#15046
#15047
#15048
#15049
#15050
#15051
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A-Arm
A-Arm
A-Arm
A-Arm
A-Arm
A-Arm
A-Arm
A-Arm
A-Arm
A-Arm
A-Arm

Slug, 0"
Slug, 1/16"
Slug, 1/8"
Slug, 3/16"
Slug, 1/4"
Slug, 5/16"
Slug, 3/8"
Slug, 7/16"
Slug, 1/2"
Slug Kit, 0 - 1/2"
Slug Slotted		

$ 9.95
$ 9.95
$ 9.95
$ 9.95
$ 9.95
$ 9.95
$ 9.95
$ 9.95
$ 9.95
$79.95
$ 9.95

#14210
#14220
#14230
#14240
#14250

6” Centers, 1/32” Taper
6” Centers, 1/16” Taper
6” Centers, 1/8” Taper
6” Centers, 1/4” Taper
A-Arm SpacerKit, 1/32”-1/4” Taper

$
$
$
$
$

11.95
12.95
13.95
14.95
49.95

JOES Nut Plate
Holds A-Arm nuts so you only need one wrench
to change shims, slugs, or A-Arms.

#14900 Nut Plate 6" spacing

$21.95

JOES Adjustable
Upper Ball Joint

JOES Builds
Custom A-Arms!
If you don’t see the
arm length, offset or
degrees that you need
just give us a call and
we will custom build
your a-arms at no
added cost – allow 7
days to manufacture
A-arms to your specs!

Changeable spherical style bearing.
Almost no friction. Adjust roll
center and camber gain.

#14800 Upper Ball Joint,		
spherical style $69.95

JOES Bearing Style A-Arms
JOES Bearing Style A-Arms are the latest rage. The bolt on arm
section lets you carry additional lengths for use with just one shaft.
4 sealed roller bearings eliminate nearly all resistance for
rotating action that is incredibly smooth. The split design
works perfectly for cars where the A-Arm needs to wrap
around the frame mount. The JOES design is more
rigid than competing models that flex creating
unwanted variables in your suspension.

LEARN MORE AT
AcceleratingPerformance.blogspot.com
A-ARM SCIENCE

JOES A-Arms are rigorously tested
JOES A-Arms are designed and tested to reduce
flex. We start with .095 tubing and TIG weld
them in house to our exacting standards.
Competing models use thin tubing and
standard welding. Our quality and testing
ensures that we maintain tolerance at the
shaft pivot for the perfect clearance and
reduced friction when parts get hot. JOES
A-Arms make for repeatable chassis set ups
and are powder coated for durability. Other
brands use paint that flakes off before you even
bolt them on the car. JOES craftsman build our
arms right. A quick look will show you the engineered
difference between JOES A-Arms and the competition.

Slug Type A-Plate
Get your race car through the corners faster by
changing your front roll center. Slugs sold as a kit or
separately in 1/8” increments.
#14520
#14530
#14540
#14550
#14560
#14570
#14575

Slotted
A-Plate
A-Plate
A-Plate
A-Plate
A-Plate
A-Plate

A-Plate
slug, centered
slug, 1/8" offset
slug, 1/4" offset
slug, 3/8" offset
slug, 1/2" offset
slug kit, 1/8"-1/2"

$17.95
$10.95
$10.95
$10.95
$10.95
$10.95
$53.95
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JOES Steering Wheel Pad
Don't Bang Your Head! We hope you never crash
your car hard enough to hit your head on the steering column! But just in case, think safety, get a JOES
Steering Wheel Pad. It not only makes your racecar
safer, it looks cool too. Made with high-density foam,
Velcro straps and measures 2-1/2" thick.

#13650

Steering Wheel Pad

$ 34.95

JOES Momo Steering
Wheel Quick Disconnect
JOES Momo Quick Disconnect will let you remove
your wheel quickly for easy access in and out of your
car. The JOES adaptor is specially manufactured for
Momo wheels and the tight tolerance splines make
for precise steering. Add a JOES Steering wheel
hook to keep your expensive Momo wheel close and
clean. Fits Sparco, OMP, Nardi & Personal.

#13410 Momo Quick Disconnect
& Adapter Ring $139.95

JOES Momo & Grant
Quick Disconnect Adapter

JOES Quick Release
Steering Column
Made from aircraft aluminum, JOES quick
releases are pin-less and spring-loaded for fast
steering wheel removal. The splined steel coupling
is bored to slip over a 3/4" steering column.

#13400
#13401
#13430
#13434

Quick Release $65.95
Quick Release Shaft Coupler only $24.95
Rhino Steering Wheel Quick Release $109.95
Teryx Steering Wheel Quick Release $109.95

Now you can bolt a MOMO & Grant
steering wheel onto a 3 bolt stock car
quick disconnect steering hub. JOES
6061 anodized aluminum adapter makes
for a clean look. The adapter is recessed
leaving room for a horn button and converts
your standard quick disconnect hub for a perfect fit.

#13411 Momo Quick Disconnect
Adapter Ring $69.95
#13413 Grant Quick Disconnect
Adapter Ring $69.95

JOES Steering
Column Leg Brace
Does your leg cramp up during the
race? Add a JOES Leg Brace to our
Steering Column mount and stay
fresh – it bolts right on!

#13735 Steering Column 		
Leg Brace $79.95

JOES Steering
Column Assembly
Adjustable from drivers compartment.
Mounts to 1-3/4" tubing and accepts 3/4"
steering shaft. Split bushing makes assembly
easy. Aircraft quality aluminum.

#13714 Steering Column Assembly 1-3/4" 		
#13720 Steering Column Assembly Mis-alignment Ball 1-3/4"
#13725 Steering Column Collapsible Shaft 1-3/4" 		
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$ 94.95
$ 94.95
$ 94.95

JOES Steering Wheel Tape
Get even more grip with our Steering Wheel
Tape. Customize your wheel for maximum
comfort and make sure fatigue doesn’t set in.
8 wraps increases the diameter 1/8”.

#13600 Steering Wheel Tape $ 6.95

JOES Steering WheelHook
Just like the HelmetHook except bigger.

#10702 1-1/2” $ 18.95
#10704 1-3/4” $ 18.95

JOES Steering Wheel Spacers
Driver comfort is essential to winning races! When the steering wheel is too far away from the driver early fatigue sets in.
Fix it with JOES Light Weight Steering Wheel Spacers.

#13305
#13310
#13315
#13320

1/2” thick spacer
1” thick spacer
1-1/2” thick spacer
2” thick spacer

$
$
$
$

14.95
15.95
16.95
19.95

JOES Lightweight Steering Wheels
Grab on to the lightest JOES aluminum Steering Wheel ever. You
won’t loose your grip on their shot peened, no-slip surface. It is drilled
to reduce weight and is available with a black anodized finish or bare
aluminum. Dished wheels have a 2-1/2” dish.

#13513-b
#13513-a
#13514-b
#13514-a
#13515-b
#13515-a
#13516-b
#13516-a
#13517-b
#13517-a
#13533-b
#13533-a
#13534-b
#13534-a
#13535-b
#13535-a
#13536-b
#13536-a
#13537-b
#13537-a

13”
13”
14”
14”
15”
15”
16”
16”
17”
17”
13”
13”
14”
14”
15”
15”
16”
16”
17”
17”

dished steering wheel, black
dished steering wheel, aluminum
dished steering wheel, black
dished steering wheel, aluminum
dished steering wheel, black
dished steering wheel, aluminum
dished steering wheel, black
dished steering wheel, aluminum
dished steering wheel, black
dished steering wheel, aluminum
flat steering wheel, black
flat steering wheel, aluminum
flat steering wheel, black
flat steering wheel, aluminum
flat steering wheel, black
flat steering wheel, aluminum
flat steering wheel, black
flat steering wheel, aluminum
flat steering wheel, black
flat steering wheel, aluminum

$ 79.95
$ 77.95
$ 79.95
$ 77.95
$ 79.95
$ 77.95
$ 85.95
$ 83.95
$ 89.95
$ 87.95
$ 79.95
$ 77.95
$ 79.95
$ 77.95
$ 79.95
$ 77.95
$ 85.95
$ 83.95
$ 89.95
$ 87.95

Phone: 877.267.1525 • Fax: 425.353.1596 • www.joesracing.com
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JOES Conventional Billet
Throttle Pedal Assembly

JOES Carburetor Bushings

JOES manufactures our Throttle Pedal Assembly for
installation in any car. The billet arms are anodized and
include plenty of mounting options for the perfect fit. Your
throttle will be smooth as silk and multiple throttle rod holes
ensure the perfect ratio. Welding required.

Adapt the 1/2” hole in your carburetor
linkage down to 1/4”. Made from
6061 T-6 Aluminum

#34100 Carburetor Bushings $ 4.95

#33730 JOES Conventional Billet
Throttle Pedal Assembly
$139.95

JOES Air Cleaner Stud Kit
JOES Air Cleaner Stud Kit features a stainless steel
rod that won't break under vibration. The tapered
nut improves airflow to your carb and the tall air
cleaner nut is O-ring sealed to keep dirt out of
your high dollar engine.

#34306 Air Cleaner Stud Kit 		
5/16-18 $ 29.95
#34316 Air Cleaner Stud Kit 		
1/4-20 $ 29.95

JOES Air Cleaner Nuts
No wrench needed to remove air
cleaner. O-ring base keeps dirt out.

#34300 Air Cleaner Nut, Tall, 5/16-18"
$12.95
#34305 Air Cleaner Nut, Short, 5/16-18" $12.95
#34310 Air Cleaner Nut, Tall, 1/4-20"
$12.95
#34315 Air Cleaner Nut, Short, 1/4-20"
$12.95
							
		

JOES Throttle
Pedal Assembly
We designed this pedal with comfort and
adjustability in mind. The linkage block
acts as a side rest for your foot and can
be adjusted to match the best combination for your linkage. It has a return
spring and two adjustable stops, one for
full throttle and one for return location.

#33700 Bellcrank
$ 98.95
#33720 Pedal, Bellcrank
& Linkage Assy. $249.95
#33600 Throttle Pedal
Assembly
$129.95
#33620 Throttle Pull Back $ 19.95
Pull back is sold separately.

JOES Bell Crank
Assembly
JOES Bell Crank features
clamp-on arms with multiple
holes to adjust your linkage
for a perfect feel. The shaft
and bushings are a close fit
for smooth operation.

#33700 Bell Crank
$98.95
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JOES Demon
Carburetor Fittings
#34030 Demon Carburetor
Fitting, #8 pair
$19.95
#34036 Demon Carburetor
Fitting, #6 pair
$19.95		
				

JOES Billet Distributor
Hold Down Clamp

JOES Holley
Carburetor Fittings

Hold your distributor in place
and make precision timing
adjustments quickly. Anodized
and laser etched for great
looks. Includes Stainless
Steel mounting hardware.

#34000 7/8-20 to
#8 pair $19.95
#34006 7/8-20 to
#6 pair $19.95		
				
				
		

#10550 Distributor
Hold Down Clamp
$29.95

JOES FuelFiller

JOES FuelCup

JOES FuelFiller is machined
from 6061-T6 aluminum.
The gasketed, thread-in
cap and strong filler neck
makes re-fueling safer and
easier. Go radical with the
exclusive Skull & Cross
Bones design or with the
subtle Star pattern or the
5 Pocket design.

#13200
#13201
#13202

Drain the fuel from your carburetor float bowl into a JOES FuelCup.
After making your changes, dump
the fuel back into your float
bowl through the vent tube.
Your motor will start right
up without cranking it over
to generate fuel pressure.

#34500

FuelCup

$ 22.95

Star Pattern $ 96.95
Skull & Bones $ 96.95
5 Pocket
$ 96.95

Throttle Return Spring Kit
JOES kit includes everything you need for a reliable return system. Our kit is designed
so that you can remove the linkage and the hardware stays attached to the carburetor
ensuring pieces don’t fall in the engine or get lost during tech. The single point
mounting bracket is a simple design that works in nearly every application.

Carburetor Linkage Assembly
Complete with rod ends, bolts, springs, carburetor bushings and
a 23” long, heat-treated aluminum tube that can be bent to fit.

#34200

Carburetor Linkage Assembly

#34210 Complete Throttle Return Kit
#34215 Throttle Return Springs (Pack of 2)
#34220 Throttle Return Bracket Only

$24.95
$6.95
$10.95

$ 29.95
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JOES Gussets
JOES Window Net
Mounting Kit
JOES engineers have designed a
Window Net Mounting Kit that looks
cool and installs quickly. The unique
design disassembles which allows
you to slide a new window net right
on. Other models have an unpainted
rod that rusts the first time you
wash the car. The rods are powder
coated for a finished and professional look and the anodized handle
is awesome. Competing models
require you to weld after the net
is installed risking damage to your
safety equipment.

#12095 Window Net
Mounting Kit $ 59.95

Weld real safety and rigidity into your chassis with a low
cost, high strength, wrap-around JOES gusset. Made
from .060” mild steel sheet. Fits 1-1/2”, 1-5/8” and
1-3/4” tubing and joint angles from 70 - 90 degrees.

#10400 JOES Gusset

$ 1.45

JOES Spoiler Supports
Manufactured from aircraft aluminum,
anodized and laser etched, JOES supports swivel
to allow a full range of motion for use on spoilers, front
splitters and more. The mounting surface fans out for support
and the ends are machined for improved aerodynamics.

#12075
#12076
#12078
#12080

5" Support
		
6" Support
		
8" Support
		
Spoiler Support
Back-up Washer (4 qty)

$ 24.95
$ 25.95
$ 26.95
$ 17.95
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JOES Dual Fender Brace Kit
JOES Dual Fender Brace Kit includes 2 rods to
give extra support to your fenders and quarters.
The frame bracket is built to hold the 2 rods on
the inside and brackets are included for a clean
mount to your body. The dual kit is adjustable so
you can adjust your fenders for aero balance.

#12052 Flexible
#12057 Aluminum

$ 35.95
$ 39.95

JOES Flexible Fender Brace
Keep your fenders in place by supporting them with our adjustable fender brace. They’re made out of flexible plastic so they
won’t break while you’re giving your competition a little lovin’.

#12050 Flexible Fender Brace

$ 19.95

JOES Aluminum Fender Brace
JOES Aluminum Fender Brace provides a rigid mount for applications
where you want your quarters and fenders to stay put. The ready made
kit comes with all hardware to keep your body from flapping in the wind.

#12055

Aluminum Fender Brace

$ 26.95

JOES Hood Support
Prop your hood up with super
lightweight JOES Hood Supports.
Made from 6061-T6 aluminum.

#12000 Pair $ 52.95
24
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JOES Wide Angle Mirrors
Easily fasten a mirror to your race car with our quality wide angle
mirror kits. Brackets are billet aluminum and anodized black.

#11252
standard bracket only, 1-1/2”, pair
#11254
standard bracket only, 1-3/4”, pair
#11256
standard bracket only, 2”, pair
#11262
5" long mirror bracket only, 1-1/2”, pair
#11264
5" long mirror bracket only, 1-3/4”, pair
#11272
14” mirror kit w/1-1/2” brackets
#11272-L 14” mirror kit w/5", 1-1/2” brackets
#11272-XL 14” mirror kit w/9"x 1-1/2” brackets
#11274
14” mirror kit w/1-3/4” brackets
#11274-L 14” mirror kit w/5", 1-3/4” brackets
#11274-XL 14” mirror kit w/9"x1-3/4” brackets
#11276
14” mirror kit w/2” brackets
#11279
14” mirror only
#11282
17” mirror kit w/1-1/2” brackets
#11282-L 17” mirror kit w/5", 1-1/2” brackets
#11282-XL 17” mirror kit w/9"x1-1/2” brackets
#11284
17” mirror kit w/1-3/4” brackets
#11284-L 17” mirror kit w/5", 1-3/4” brackets
#11284-XL 17” mirror kit w/9"x1-3/4” brackets
#11289
17” mirror only		
#11292
XL 9" brackets only, 1-1/2", pair
#11294
XL 9" brackets only, 1-3/4", pair

$38.95
$38.95
$39.95
$45.95
$45.95
$59.95
$64.95
$79.95
$59.95
$64.95
$79.95
$62.95
$25.95
$69.95
$72.95
$89.95
$69.95
$72.95
$89.95
$33.95
$49.95
$49.95

JOES Long Brackets for
Wide Angle Mirrors
Easily fasten a mirror to your race
car with our quality wide angle
mirror kits.

Standard bracket

JOES Side View Mirror
Keep your competition in sight with our 3”diameter Side View Mirror.
Mounts to your roll cage in seconds and could be your most important
piece of equipment.

#11212
#11214
#11216
#11222
#11224
#11226
#11232
#11234

3” Side Mirror, 1-1/2” Clamp
3” Side Mirror, 1-3/4” Clamp
3” Side Mirror, 2” Clamp
Ext. Side View Mirror, 1-1/2"
Ext. Side View Mirror, 1-3/4"
Ext. Side View Mirror, 2"
Extension bracket only 1-1/2"
Extension bracket only 1-3/4"

$39.95
$39.95
$45.95
$47.95
$47.95
$49.95
$19.95
$19.95

9" bracket

5" bracket

JOES Clamp
Weld a JOES Clamp to any aluminum component
that you want to bolt to the chassis. Tighten two
allen screws and the component is mounted
securely. Made from 6061-T6 aluminum.

#10800
#10801
#10802
#10803
#10804
#10806

JOES
JOES
JOES
JOES
JOES
JOES

Clamp,
Clamp,
Clamp,
Clamp,
Clamp,
Clamp,

1”
1-1/4”
1-1/2”
1-5/8”
1-3/4”
2”		

$ 14.50
$ 14.50
$ 14.50
$ 14.50
$ 14.50
$ 15.95

JOES Extended Clamp
Weld a JOES Extended Clamp to any aluminum component
that you want to bolt to the chassis. Tighten two allen
screws and the component is mounted securely. Made
from 6061-T6 aluminum.

#10812
#10814

Extended JOES Clamp, 1-1/2" $ 16.95
Extended JOES Clamp, 1-3/4" $ 16.95

Standard
bracket
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JOES Sway Bar Adjuster
Bolt on a JOES Sway Bar Adjuster to get your
sway bar working better. The swivel eye helps
eliminate binding and can be removed easily for
quick sway bar changes.

#11950 Sway Bar Slider Mount
Assembly, 1-1/2" I.D. $ 98.95
#11955 Sway Bar Slider Mount
Assembly, 2-1/8" I.D. $ 98.95
#11960 Bracket
Sway Bar Adjuster
$ 69.95

JOES FanSpacers
JOES FanSpacers are made from billet aluminum
and are anodized black. Bolts are included.

#45102
#45103
#45104
#45105

FanSpacer,
FanSpacer,
FanSpacer,
FanSpacer,

2”
3”
4”
5”

$
$
$
$

42.95
48.95
55.95
59.95
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JOES Sway Bar Mount
Made from 7/8”- 9 threaded stock 10” long
with a 1-1/2” or 2-1/8" eyelet welded on
the end. Finished with zinc plating. Two
jam nuts are included.

#11901 1-1/2" $ 15.95
#11905 2-1/8" $ 17.95

JOES Swivel Eye
& Threaded Stem
JOES Swivel Eye unbolts so
you can make quick sway bar
changes. It also keeps your
sway bar from binding.

#11970
#11975

Swivel Eye, 1-1/2" I.D. $ 39.95
Swivel Eye, 2-1/8" I.D. $ 39.95

JOES Sway
Bar Bushings
Made from bearing quality
plastic. Helps keep sway
bars from binding.

#11910 1" I.D. X 2-1/8" O.D.
$12.95		
#11915 1-1/4" I.D. X 2-1/8" O.D. $12.95
#11920 1-1/2" I.D. X 2-1/8" O.D. $12.95
#11925 1-3/4" I.D. X 2-1/8" O.D. $12.95
						

JOES Lightweight Car Cover
JOES Car Cover is lightweight and less bulky for easy storage.
The lightweight cover installs quickly to keep the heat out on
hot days and it dries in a hurry when you get caught in the rain.
Heavy Denier Nylon protects your car without the need of a felt
lining that can suck up water and mildew. We added a zippered
opening on the windshield, rear window, and driver's window so you can drive your car
through the pits or into the trailer and see where you are going. Comes with a compact
storage bag that saves you precious room in your hauler. Includes grommets.

#27500 JOES Light Weight Car Cover
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JOES Lightweight ShiftKnob
Can’t find’em? Grind’em! We can’t guarantee that you’ll find the right
gear every time but at least you’ll be shifting in style with a polished
JOES Lightweight ShiftKnob. Also reduces heat transferred from
your shift lever. Made from 6061 billet aluminum.

#16022
#16023
#16024
#16025

ShiftKnob,
ShiftKnob,
ShiftKnob,
ShiftKnob,

3/8”-16
3/8”-24
7/16”- 20
7/16”-14

$
$
$
$

38.95
38.95
38.95
38.95

JOES Fire Extinguisher Bracket

JOES Shift Levers

JOES engineers have come up with the best
billet fire extinguisher mounting bracket on the
market. The pull pin has an oversized billet knob
that is red anodized to spot quickly. The mounting
housing is strong and indexes for a quick
connection. Hose clamp screws are hidden in the
housing for a clean appearance. Use the Panel
mount in your car, at the shop or in your trailer.
Works great for small Nitrous bottles too! Roll
bar mounts are available in all popular sizes.
#12821 Fire Extinguisher
Bracket – 1-1/4”
#12822 Fire Extinguisher
Bracket – 1-1/2”
#12824 Fire Extinguisher
Bracket – 1-3/4”
#12826 Fire Extinguisher
Bracket – 2”
#12830 Fire Extinguisher
Bracket – Panel Mount

JOES Shift Levers are lightweight but
strong enough to handle some aggressive shifting. They are machined
out of 6061-T6 aluminum and have a
3/8-16 stud for your shift knob.

#17000 7" Lever Straight
#17010 8" Lever 3" Setback

$ 49.95
$ 59.95

$149.95
$149.95
$149.95
$149.95
$129.95

JOES ShiftBoot
Making adjustments to your shift linkage or taking off
the shift lever for a motor or transmission change is
easy with a JOES ShiftBoot. Just unsnap it and you
have easy access to the bolts. Made from fire retardent material with a reflective heat and oil resistant
liner.

#16500 ShiftBoot
#16550 ShiftBoot, Carbon-X

$ 89.95
$ 99.95

JOES Billet Brake Balance Adjuster
JOES Brake Balance system features a handle with
a short swing so you can mount it nearly anywhere.
The mounting plate is spread so you can mount the
adjuster with out the need to disassemble. The smooth
action, due to roller bearings,includes 4 ball detents giving
you precision adjustability that stays put through vibrations.

#17035 JOES Billet Brake Balance Adjuster

$69.95
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JOES PanhardMount
Mount your Panhard bar with a JOES PanhardMount. Just
loosen the bolts and slide JOES PanhardMount as little or
as much as you need. It’s CNC machined from billet aluminum to withstand the roughest racing conditions.

#11100 Panhard Mount, 1-3/4” $ 49.95

JOES Hoop
Panhard Bar
Made out of 6061-T6
aluminum. Hoop design allows
light-weight construction. Allows
easy adjustment.Hex tube and
rod end sold separately.

#11125 Hoop
Panhard Bar $ 149.95

JOES Aluminum J-Bar
Machined out of 6061-T6 aluminum.
Stronger and lighter than steel bars.
Allows easy length adjustment. Hex tube
and rod end sold separately.

#11150 Aluminum J-Bar $ 169.95

JOES J-Bar Bracket
JOES J-Bar Bracket is machined out of billet
aluminum, and is designed to fit on quick change
rear ends. The serrated nut allows you to adjust
the J-Bar height in 1/8” increments. Seal, ORing, and grade 8 fasteners are included.

#11600 J-Bar Bracket

$ 169.95

JOES Aluminum Hex Tubes
JOES Hex Tubes. 6061-T6 Aluminum. Grey Anodized.
1-1/8" hex with LH and RH threads. Easy to adjust.

#11153
#11154
#11155
#11156
#11157
#11158
#11159
#11160
#11161
#11162
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3"
4"
5"
6"
7"
8"
9"
10"
11"
12"

Hex
Hex
Hex
Hex
Hex
Hex
Hex
Hex
Hex
Hex

Tube,
Tube,
Tube,
Tube,
Tube,
Tube,
Tube,
Tube,
Tube,
Tube,

3/4-16"
3/4-16"
3/4-16"
3/4-16"
3/4-16"
3/4-16"
3/4-16"
3/4-16"
3/4-16"
3/4-16"

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

9.95
10.50
10.95
11.50
11.95
12.50
12.95
13.50
13.95
14.50

JOES RearMount/
CaliperMount Installation Kit
Install your RearMounts and CaliperMounts easily using a JOES drill bushing,
drill bit and tap.

#11475 Installation Kit $ 26.95

JOES 3rd Mount
Locate your car’s third member securely with a pair of JOES
3rdMounts. Made from 6061-T6 aluminum. Choose either 4 hole
#12100, slotted #12125, or 3 hole layback design #12150.

#12100
#12125
#12150

3rd Mount, 4 Hole (Pair) $ 59.95
3rd Mount, Slotted (Pair) $ 59.95
3rd Mount, 3 Hole (Pair) $ 59.95

LEARN MORE AT
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JOES CaliperMount
Hang your rear calipers with a pair of lightweight
JOES Caliper Mounts. Sized to mount calipers
with a standard 3-1/2” bolt spacing. Available for
11-3/4” diameter rotors. CaliperMounts take on
tough brake loads thanks to 6061-T6 aluminum.
Clamps securely to 3” diameter axle tubes.

#10200 CaliperMount, 11-3/4” $ 69.95

JOES RearMount
Locate your rear end, rear shocks
and trailing arms easily and
precisely with JOES RearMounts.
JOES superior design allows close
mounting to the wheel and tire.
Axle centerline to shock mount
measures 6-5/8” vertically. Shock
absorbers are located by a pressin steel boss and threaded 1/2”
stud. RearMounts clamp securely
to 3” diameter axle tubes.

#11402 RearMount $ 98.50

Phone: 877.267.1525 • Fax: 425.353.1596 • www.joesracing.com
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JOES Adjustable Jack Shaft Mount

JOES Kart Front Hubs
JOES Kart Front Hubs feature sealed roller bearings
for reduced friction. Billet 6061 aluminum is precision
machined and runs true for more speed. Anodized black
with laser etched graphics.

#25501 Kart Front Hub
$26.95
#25596 Hub Stud Kit
5/16-18 X 1-1/4” (12 Pack) $ 6.95
#25597 Hub Stud Kit
1/4-28 X 1-1/4” (12 Pack)
$ 6.95

JOES Billet Jack shaft mount is engineered to make
mounting your engine a snap. Strong and easily adjustable
to make for quick changes at the track or in the shop.
JOES has engineered the mount to work with most popular
Kart engines and the lightweight package comes with
everything you need to bolt it right on.
#25710 Kart universal adjustable

jack shaft mount 		

$239.95

#25711 Kart universal adjustable jack shaft

mount w/small 3rd bearing

$269.95

#25712 Kart universal adjustable jack shaft

mount w/large 3rd bearing

JOES Kart Rear Hubs

JOES Kart Products

JOES Kart Rear Hubs are black anodized and laser etched
for a durable finish. Use the short version or the long
version to adjust your Kart for the conditions. Precision
machined to roll more true than knock-offs.

#25560 Kart Rear Hub Short
#25580 Kart Rear Hub Long

butterfly clamp set		

$ 24.95

$25.95
$25.95

JOES Kart Rotor
& Sprocket Carriers
JOES Sprocket & Rotor Carriers
are fully radiused and pocketed
for maximum weight savings and
strength. The black anodized
finished matches the JOES hub
line creating a complete package
to take you to the front.

#25770 Kart Brake
Rotor Carrier
#25780 Kart Sprocket
Carrier

$ 39.95

JOES Kart Vent Tank

$ 59.95

JOES Kart Vent Tank has a panel
mount for quick and easy mounting
on your kart. The compact tank
includes a hose barb fitting and has
a drain valve for removal of fluids.

JOES Kart Brake Rotor
JOES Kart Rotors are made from
1018 steel. Cooling slots help to
dissipate heat and the scalloped
shape saves weight without sacrificing
braking. Combine our rotor with the
JOES rotor carrier for a lightweight
package that bolts right on.

#25760 Kart Brake Rotor
1/8 x 7-1/8 $49.95

JOES Kart Billet
Camber Gauge
JOES Kart Billet Camber Gauge
is precision milled and has laser
etched graduations for accuracy.
Comes complete with a case
and a 5/8 – 18 adapter.

#28219 Kart Billet
Camber Gauge $99.95

#12318 JOES Kart
Vent Tank

$49.95

JOES Digital Kart Front End Gauge
JOES makes a level tray from billet aluminum and packages it
with our JOES Digital Level. The tray base has magnets inset
to hold the level in place. Digital accuracy at pricing you can
afford. The level can be removed for a variety of uses.

#28260 Digital Kart Front End Gauge
#28023 Kart M14 x 1.5 Adapter
#28024 Kart M19 x 1.5 Adapter
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$299.95

#25718 Kart jack shaft replacement

$149.95
$ 34.95
$ 35.95
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JOES Dry Sump Breather Tank
JOES Dry Sump Breather Tank is designed to allow
venting of your dry sump tank while catching any oil that
blows out. It is a compact 3"x3"x6.5" to fit into tight
places and has a 3/4" NPT fitting for your vent line. It
has a drain valve so you can empty any oil that collects
in the tank. Available with a JOES Clamp on the back for
easy tube mounting or with a flat sheet metal mount.

#12402 1-1/2” Tube Mount $ 79.95
#12404 1-3/4” Tube Mount $ 79.95
#12410 Sheet Metal Mount $ 79.95

JOES Expansion Tank
Installing a JOES expansion tank will help keep
your engine cool! A 1/4" NPT fitting is welded
in at the top for an air bleed line, a 1/2" pipe
fitting for a line to your water pump is near the
bottom, and an 1/8" fitting for water overflow
is provided in the 6061-T6 billet aluminum filler

0-25/0-60 Digital Tire Pressure Gauge

cap housing. Fabricated from 5052 aluminum.

JOES Digital Tire Pressure Gauges read to 1/10 pound and are back lit
for easy night use. The large easy to read display converts to PSI, BAR,
KG and KPA with a touch of a button. The low battery indicator gives you
plenty of time to install replacement batteries. The JOES unit is a high
quality gauge that is designed for racers. The JOES digital tire pressure
gauge performs with the accuracy needed for high end race teams.

#45002 1-1/2” Tube Mount $ 95.95
#45004 1-3/4” Tube Mount $ 95.95
#45010 Sheet Metal Mount $ 95.95

#32427 0-25 Digital Tire Pressure 		
Gauge w/Digital Tread		
Depth Gauge
$69.95
#32428 0-60 Digital Tire Pressure 		
Gauge w/Digital Tread		
Depth Gauge
$69.95
FREE
Tread
Depth
Gauge
Included!

JOES VentTank
If you’re blowing oil out of your transmission or rear-end
vent line, you need a JOES baffled VentTank. Equipped
with a filter to keep dirt out of your lubricant and 1/4”
NPT pipe threads at the bottom for your vent line.

#12302 VentTank 1-1/2"
$ 49.95
#12304 VentTank 1-3/4"
$ 49.95
#12310 VentTank, sheet metal mount $ 47.95

JOES Glow in the Dark
Tire Pressure Gauge

NEW Adjustable
Core Retainers

• 2-1/4” glow in the dark dial face
• Air pressure release button
• Internal gauge damper
• 17” ultra-flexible hose with swivel chuck

#32305
#32306
#32307
#32308

Tire Pressure Gauge, 0-15 PSI
Tire Pressure Gauge, 0-30 PSI
Tire Pressure Gauge, 0-60 PSI
2.5” GID Tire Gauge
w/Hi Flo Hold Valve 0-15

$19.95
$19.95
$19.95
$45.95

JOES Clamp-on
Radiator Brackets
No welding. Top clamps unbolt
quickly for easy radiator removal.
Locates radiator side to side. Air
box can be fastened to it.

25591 Kart Front Hub Spacer Kit
1/8”, 1/4”, 1/2” (2 each)

$12.95

#36501
#36502
#36504
#36506

1-1/4" Clamp-on Radiator Brackets
1-1/2" Clamp-on Radiator Brackets
1-3/4" Clamp-on Radiator Brackets
2" Clamp-on Radiator Brackets

$
$
$
$

99.95
99.95
99.95
99.95
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JOES Small RadioBox
Today’s radios are much smaller and JOES has designed a new padded box to
protect your radios from vibration. Instead of using a rag to fill up the space
from an oversize radio box install the new JOES box to keep your radio safe.
Works with new small radios as well as larger radios.

#11312 Small RadioBox, 1-1/2”
#11314 Small RadioBox, 1-3/4”
#11320 Panel Mount RadioBox

$ 39.95
$ 39.95
$ 39.95

JOES Small Radioboxes
now include a swivel
clamp-on mount so you
can hang your radio on
bars that run at an angle.

JOES SuperDrinkHolder
Don’t let dehydration be a factor in the outcome of your race!
Drink plenty of liquid from this 1/3-gallon drink cooler. Comes
with 4 feet of hose, Velcro and bite valve.

#12712 Super DrinkHolder, 1-1/2”
#12714 Super DrinkHolder, 1-3/4”
#12725 Replacement Drink Bottle,

JOES RadioBox
Protect your race car radio with a JOES RadioBox. A padded
liner surrounded by a light aluminum shell cushions and holds
the radio securely in place. Welded on the back is a JOES
Clamp that easily mounts to 1-1/2” or 1-3/4” tubing. Specify
clamp size when ordering.

#11302
#11304

Radiobox, 1-1/2"
Radiobox, 1-3/4"

$ 39.95
$ 39.95

JOES DrinkHolder
Keep a cool drink close at hand while behind the wheel.
JOES DrinkHolder mounts quickly anywhere on the roll
cage. Welded to the back of the aluminum housing is a
JOES Clamp. Just tighten two stainless steel cap screws
to mount a JOES DrinkHolder in seconds.

#12602
#12604
#12610
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Drink BottleHolder 1-1/2” $ 39.95
Drink BottleHolder 1-3/4" $ 39.95
Drink Bottle 		
$ 10.95
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$ 49.95
$ 49.95
$ 11.95

JOES Clamp On Reservoir Mount
Mount your master cylinder and clutch reservoirs
anywhere! JOES Clamp On Reservoir Mounts are made
from 6061 billet aluminum and are designed for quick
mounting right on your chassis. The new clamp on design
eliminates traditional plastic mounts allowing you to locate the
reservoirs out in the open for easy refilling and maintenance.
Plastic reservoir not included.

JOES Tachometer Mount
Mount a tachometer to your roll cage easily
and securely. Made out of aluminum and anodized.

#10502
#10504
#10506

Tachometer mount 1-1/2"
Tachometer mount 1-3/4"
Tachometer mount 2"

$ 21.95
$ 21.95
$ 26.95

#37502
#37504

Clamp On Reservoir Mount, 1-1/2”
Clamp On Reservoir Mount, 1-3/4”

$ 27.95
$ 27.95

JOES Steering WheelHook
Just like the HelmetHook except bigger.

#10702 Steering WheelHook,
1-1/2” $ 18.95
#10704 Steering WheelHook,
1-3/4” $ 18.95

JOES Reducer
Step down your JOES Clamp from 1-3/4”
to 1-5/8”, 1-1/2” or 1-1/4" with an
aluminum JOES Reducer. Comes in handy
when moving a RadioBox, DrinkHolder,
Coilclamp, etc., to a smaller size tube.

#13000
#13001
#13002
#13003

1- 3/4” to 1- 1/4”
1- 3/4” to 1- 3/8”
1- 3/4” to 1-1/2”
1- 3/4” to 1- 5/8”

$
$
$
$

6.95
6.95
6.95
6.95

JOES HelmetHook
Tired of scratching up the old brain bucket by just tossing
it into the race car? Hang that skid lid on a JOES HelmetHook. Simply bolt it to a cross tube on the roll cage and
you’ll be hooked. Made from 6061-T6 aluminum.

#10600
#10601
#10602
#10604

HelmetHook, 1”
HelmetHook, 1-1/4”
HelmetHook, 1-1/2”
HelmetHook, 1-3/4”

$
$
$
$

9.95
9.95
9.95
9.95

JOES CoilClamp
Here’s a fast and easy way
to mount an ignition coil.
JOES CoilClamp mounts to
1-1/2” or 1-3/4” tubing.
Or for installation on any
flat surface,order a JOES
CoilClamp with sheet metal
mount.

#10302
#10304
#10350

CoilClamp, 1-1/2"
$ 29.95
CoilClamp, 1-3/4"
$ 29.95
CoilClamp, firewall mount $ 27.95
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JOES ThermoSpacer

JOES Ported Water Outlet Fitting

Plumb additional lines to your heads for better cooling; install a
water temp sending unit and your water temp gauge all in the same
spacer. The base has an O-Ring for sealing to your intake manifold.
Made from 6061-T6 aluminum.

JOES Ported Water Outlet Fittings are compact and lightweight. They have
a –16 fitting for your radiator hose and two 3/8” NPT ports for additional
water lines. The base has an O-Ring for sealing to your intake manifold.
#36000 #16 Water Outlet with 3/8” NPT Ports $ 49.95

#36025 1/2” NPT Ports, Gauge Port $ 49.95

JOES Cap and Weld Bung Assembly
JOES Caps are Lightweight, O-ring sealed, and are easy
to grip. The cap is anodized while the bung is bare 6061
aluminum so you can weld it to your oil, water, or fuel tank.
#37400
#37402

Cap/Weld Bung Assy. 1-1/4” Opening $39.95
Cap/Weld Bung Assy. 2” Opening
$39.95

JOES Water Outlet Fittings
JOES Water Outlet Fittings are compact and lightweight. They have a –16
or –20 fitting for your radiator hose. The base has an O-Ring for sealing
to your intake manifold.
#36050
#36060

#16 Water Outlet
#20 Water Outlet

$ 31.95
$ 32.95

JOES N.P.T. WeldBungs
Weld into any aluminum tank or component that needs a
fitting. Made from 6061-T6 aluminum.
#37102
#37104
#37106
#37108
#37110
#37112
#37114
#37116

1/8” N.P.T. WeldBung
1/4” N.P.T. WeldBung
3/8” N.P.T. WeldBung
1/2” N.P.T. WeldBung
3/4” N.P.T. WeldBung
1” N.P.T. WeldBung
1/4” N.P.T. WeldBung
1-1/2” N.P.T. WeldBung

$ 5.25
$ 5.60
$ 6.30
$ 6.50
$ 8.25
$10.45
$11.75
$12.85

JOES Female Weld Fittings
JOES Weld Fittings are made from 6061-T6
aluminum and accept AN or SAE O-ring fittings.
#37306
#37308
#37310
#37312
#37316

#6 SAE O-Ring Weld Fitting
#8 SAE O-Ring Weld Fitting
#10 SAE O-Ring Weld Fitting
#12 SAE O-Ring Weld Fitting
#16 SAE O-Ring Weld Fitting

$ 7.95
$ 8.60
$10.90
$12.95
$14.95

JOES AN Weld Fittings
JOES Weld Fittings are made from 6061-T6 aluminum to exact tolerances.
#37003
#37004
#37006
#37008
#37010
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#3 Weld Fitting
#4 Weld Fitting
#6 Weld Fitting
#8 Weld Fitting
#10 Weld Fitting

$
$
$
$
$

3.75
3.85
4.20
4.85
5.85

#37012 #12 Weld Fitting
#37016 #16 Weld Fitting
#37020 #20 Weld Fitting

$ 8.60
$12.80
$17.95

JOES Ported Inlet Fitting
Designed with two 1/8” NPT ports for your valve spring oilers. They
are 3-1/2” long, have a #12 fitting on one end and are 1/2” N.P.T
on the other. Standard non-ported configurations also available.

#42000
#42010
#42015
#42020
#42030

Ported Inlet Fitting		
Oil Fitting, -12 x 1/2” NPT x
Oil Fitting, -10 x 1/2” NPT x
Oil Fitting, -10 x 3/8” NPT x
Oil Fitting, -10 x 3/8” NPT x

3”
4”
4”
3”

long
long
long
long

$
$
$
$
$

JOES Temp Tees

24.95
19.95
19.95
19.95
19.95

Want to keep an eye on engine temps?
Simply install a JOES Temp Tee Fitting where
you need it. The bulk head design installs inline
allowing you to quickly and securely route your AN
hoses in perfect fashion. Use for water or oil temp.

#42140
#42141
#42142

Temp Tee, AN #10
Temp Tee, AN #12
Temp Tee, AN #16

$ 47.95
$ 47.95
$ 49.95

JOES AN Adapters
Precision machined out of heat treated
aluminum and anodized black.
#42710 1/2" NPT to #10 AN $ 8.95
#42712 1/2" NPT to #12 AN $ 8.95
#42912 #12 Port Fitting to #12 AN $16.75
#42950 #12 Port Fitting to 1/2"
Female NPT $16.75

JOES Freeze
Plug Adapter
Replace freeze plugs in
your chevy block with our
adapters and you can
change the flow of water

JOES VentTubes
JOES VentTubes are designed to keep oil from draining back through the lifter valley by forcing it to the
front or rear of the block while still letting the motor
breathe. Valley holes must be tapped 1/4” NPT.

for better cooling.

#36200

Freeze Plug
to #8 fitting $19.95

#41000 Valley Vent Tubes (QTY. 8) $ 29.95

JOES Oil Pressure Fitting
JOES Oil Pressure Fitting is extended
2-1/4”, making it easier to connect
the line to your oil pressure gauge.

#42799 Oil Pressure Fitting
1/8” NPT x #3 $12.95
#42800 Oil Pressure Fitting
1/8” NPT x #4 $12.95

JOES Sprint Car
Extended Port Fitting 3"x#6AN
JOES Sprint Car Extended Port Fitting gets
the #6 AN injector fitting up where you can
reach it. Standard fittings are a pain to get
the wrench on and the 3” extension makes
hooking up fuel lines a quick and easy job.

#42050 Sprint Car Extended
Port Fitting, 3” long $ 21.95

JOES Valve Cover Breather Kit
Let your engine breath by welding one of these tubes to your
valve cover. There are two baffles in each tube to keep oil
from splashing into the filter. Specify steel or aluminum.

#12500
#12501
#12510
#12511
#12520

Aluminum Kit
Steel Kit 		
Valve Cover Tube Aluminum
Valve Cover Tube Steel
Filter, 1-3/8”

$ 24.95
$ 24.95
$ 11.95
$ 11.95
$ 12.95

JOES VentClamp
Use JOES VentClamps with rear-ends and transmissions. They mount quickly to chassis tubing with two
allen screws. Each VentClamp is equipped with a
filter to keep dirt out of your lubricant.

#12202 VentClamp, 1-1/2”
#12204 VentClamp, 1-3/4”
#12206 VentClamp, 2”

$ 29.95
$ 29.95
$ 39.95

Phone: 877.267.1525 • Fax: 425.353.1596 • www.joesracing.com
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JOES Surface Mounted D-Rings
This 16,000 lb. capacity, forged D-Ring is
surface mounted for ease of installation. Zinc
plated for corrosion resistance.

#19535 Surface Mount D-Ring $9.95

Recessed D-Rings
An industry standard, this 5,000 lb. capacity
D-Ring lifts from the recess for easy use. Zinc
plated for corrosion resistance.

JOES Tested 2”
Ratchet Strap

#19540 Recessed D-Ring

Not just another strap! This 10,000 Lb. rated, all-purpose
strap features twisted snap hooks with a wide-handle
ratchet. We use 5 rows of durable stitching, 8” in length,

$9.95

Backing Plate
Laser cut from 1/4” thick steel, this piece
is a must to achieve the full capacity of the
Recessed D-Ring.

to assure the integrity and strength of every strap.

#19500 Ratchet Strap, 2” x 8 ft. $29.95
$12.95
#19525 Axle Strap, 2” x 24”

#19545 Backing Plate

$6.95

JOES Clock
What time is it? Time to get a
JOES billet aluminum clock! Quartz
movement keeps it accurate within
two minutes per year.

#27300 Clock $ 29.95

JOES Hats
Wear the JOES logo with
pride! Comfortable, cool
and adjustable to fit drivers
with really big egos!

JOES Rear Motor Mounts
Made from zinc plated steel to fit Chevy small blocks.
Available in straight or with 5/8" offset.

#10900 Rear Motor Mount
$ 19.95
#10901 with 5/8” offset forward, L $ 19.95
#10902 with 5/8” offset forward, R $ 19.95

#27100 Hat $12.95

JOES T-Shirts
Keep the JOES brand close to your heart!
Our 100% combed cotton T-shirts are

JOES Engine Mount Spacers
Made from lightweight aircraft aluminum the JOES motor mounts are anodized and
laser etched saving you from digging through the bolt bucket for those heavy steel
washers. Engine installation is simplified preventing big stacks of washers from falling
all over the floor. JOES motor mounts are available in 5 heights and are packaged in
pairs of two for a clean look and a perfect fit in your ride.  

#10962
#10964
#10966
#10968
#10978
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1/8" Motor Mount Spacer, pair
1/4" Motor Mount Spacer, pair
1/2" Motor Mount Spacer, pair
1" Motor Mount Spacer, pair
2" Motor Mount Spacer, pair

$
$
$
$
$

11.95
12.95
14.95
16.95
19.95

super comfortable and long wearing.

#27001
#27002
#27003
#27004

Medium
Large
X-Large
XX-Large

$ 13.95
$ 13.95
$ 13.95
$ 15.95

Right to left fuel
direction shown

JOES Billet Oil Filter Cutter

JOES High Performance
Fuel Filter Assembly
Heavy duty fuel filter flows 90 GPH
at 5 PSI. interchangable roll bar
clamp or sheet metal bracket. Uses
popular 10 micron Fram paper
filter element. 3/8 NPT inlet and
outlet ports.

Inspecting your engine oil and filter can catch problems before
they explode and save you a bucket full of lettuce – identifying
engine problems in the shop will help you win more races. JOES
Racing Products has designed a new Oil Filter Cutter that allows
you to quickly check your spin on filter for debris. Fine threads
ease the blade into the can for more control.The JOES cutter
works on nearly all filters including HP4 type filters and comes
complete with an adapter bushing to fill the oversize hole of an
HP6 size filter. The HP6 adapter keeps the cutter centered verses
fumbling around with an undersize bushing that lets the cutter
flop around. One tool works perfectly for various size filters. Fully
machined anodized aluminum and laser etch produces a durable
package that looks cool and gets the job done right.

#21000 Oil Filter Cutter $64.95  

#42410-R Fuel Filter Assy.
Right to Left Flow, 1-1/4" clamp
$129.95
#42410-L Fuel Filter Assy.
Left to Right Flow, 1-1/4" clamp
$129.95
#42412-R Fuel Filter Assy.
Right to Left Flow, 1-1/2" clamp
$129.95
#42412-L Fuel Filter Assy.
Left to Right Flow, 1-1/2" clamp
$129.95
#42414-R Fuel Filter Assy.
Right to Left Flow, 1-3/4" clamp
$129.95
#42414-L Fuel Filter Assy.
Left to Right Flow, 1-3/4" clamp
$129.95
#42430-R Fuel Filter Assy.
Right to Left Flow, sheet metal mount. $124.95
#42430-L Fuel Filter Assy.
Left to Right Flow, sheet metal mount $124.95
#42440
Replacement Filter
$ 10.95
						
						

JOES Remote Oil Filter Mounts
Plumbing your car just got a lot easier! JOES Oil Filter Mounts are available for
chevy type filters or the larger Fram HP6 type filters. The tube clamp rotates
every 22-1/2 degrees so you can put it almost anywhere, or mount it to a flat
panel with our sheet metal mount. There are 4 ports, two for oil lines and two
for accessories like a temperature gauge and sending unit.

#42510
#42512
#42514
#42530
#42610
#42612
#42614
#42630

Chevy Remote Oil Filter Mount, 1-1/4” Tube Clamp
Chevy Remote Oil Filter Mount, 1-1/2” Tube Clamp
Chevy Remote Oil Filter Mount, 1-3/4” Tube Clamp
Chevy Remote Oil Filter Mount, Sheet Metal Mount
Fram HP6 or Wix Oil Filter Mount, 1-1/4” Tube Clamp
Fram HP6 or Wix Oil Filter Mount, 1-1/2” Tube Clamp
Fram HP6 or Wix Oil Filter Mount, 1-3/4” Tube Clamp
Fram HP6 or Wix Oil Filter Mount, Sheet Metal Mount

$ 129.95
$ 129.95
$ 129.95
$ 124.95
$ 149.95
$ 149.95
$ 149.95
$ 145.95

Phone: 877.267.1525 • Fax: 425.353.1596 • www.joesracing.com
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JOES Electrical Switch Panel Assembly
JOES switch panels are assembled with high quality components. The 40
amp high capacity ignition switch has an aircraft style flip cover while the
start button and 40 amp accessory switches have weather proof boots.

JOES Electrical Products

#46100
#46105
#46110
#46115
#46120
#46125
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Switch panel, ignition, start, accessory
Switch, ignition, start, accessory w/lights
Switch, ignition, start		
Switch, ignition, start w/light 		
Switch, ignition, start, 2 accessory
Switch, ignition, start, 2 accessory w/lights

$
$
$
$
$
$

48.95
56.95
37.95
41.95
58.95
69.95

JOES Switch Panel Bracket
Easily mount a JOES Switch Panel, battery disconnect or
any other panel with a pair of our Switch Panel Brackets.
They can be used to mount your panel above or below
your chassis tubing.

#46172 Switch panel bracket 1-1/2" pair $ 39.95
#46174 Switch panel bracket 1-3/4" pair $ 39.95

Phone: 877.267.1525 • Fax: 425.353.1596 • www.joesracing.com

JOES Battery Disconnect
Switch Panel
Disconnect your battery in an emergency
or use it to help prevent battery drain.
Order the 4 terminal switch for cars
with an alternator. It is available with or
without the panel.

#46200 Battery disconnect,
2 terminal with panel $ 29.95
#46205 Battery disconnect,
2 terminal
$ 25.90
#46215 Battery disconnect,
4 terminal with panel $ 32.95
#46220 Battery disconnect,
4 terminal
$ 27.95

JOES GUARANTEE
All JOES Racing Products are guaranteed to be free from
defects in material and workmanship prior to shipment.
Check all packages and contents prior to signing receipt.
Claims due to damage in shipment must be resolved with
the common carrier.
Parts returned freight prepaid with the original invoice
to JOES Racing Products for suspected problems will be
replaced or repaired, at our option, and returned. Parts
returned freight prepaid without the original invoice will be
repaired, when practical, at nominal cost and returned
COD or credit card payment. (Owner will be contacted and
asked to authorize charges prior to shipment.)
Due to intended use in racing, JOES Racing Products
makes no statement of warranty or guarantee, written or
oral, expressed or implied. No warranty of fitness for a particular application is made due to the nature of racing.

Start Button
Momentary switch with

#46101
Start button

weatherproof cover.

#46101 Start Button $ 9.95

On-Off Switch
40 amp high capacity ignition
switch or accessory switch with
weatherproof boot.
#46102

On-Off Switch

$ 10.95

#46102
On-Off switch

Neither the seller nor JOES Racing Products will be responsible for any loss, damage or injury resulting from
direct or indirect use of any JOES Racing Products, or
the inability of the purchaser to determine proper use
or application of JOES Racing Products. Purchase and/
or use of JOES Racing Products implies recognition and
acceptance of this disclaimer by the purchaser and users
of the products.

ORDERING & SHIPMENT
Flip Cover
Flip Covers verify that the switch is off,
when it is down it is off. It also helps you
turn the switch off in an emergency and
keeps it from being turned on by accident.

#46103

Flip Cover

Packaging will be sent by UPS ground service, or...
• request 1, 2 or 3 day UPS air freight (Fed Ex
and Parcel Post also are available but ask
about additional charges for air delivery.)
• UPS ground service will be about 1-9 days
depending on distance.

$ 10.95

#46103
Flip cover

Tie Wraps
Secure wiring, fuel lines, oil lines, roll bar
padding, etc. with these quality nylon tie
wraps. Packaged 100 per bag.

#46304
#46306
#46307
#46311
#46314

3-3/4” Tie Wrap
6-1/4” Tie Wrap
7-1/2” Tie Wrap
11-1/2 Tie Wrap
14-1/2 Tie Wrap

When ordering by phone, please give:
• part number, product name and quantity;
• your name and complete address (UPS cannot
ship to a Post Office Box); and
• type of payment, credit card, COD, etc.

$ 4.95
$ 6.95
$ 6.95
$ 8.95
$12.95

All orders are normally shipped within 24 hours...
• our aim is to keep every part in stock.
• if shipping is delayed, we will attempt to notify you.
Examine each package for damage in transit prior to
signing receipt...
• if damaged, file a claim with the carrier.
• damage in transit is responsibility of the carrier.
Prices subject to change without notice.

1410 80th St. SW, Unit F
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